Beyond the standard: Manufaktur

We have combined the ability, knowledge and experience of Hager, Berker and Elcom in the Manufaktur. This is where we manufacture and configure solutions to your very individual requirements. From custom-engineered trunking through one-of-a-kind switches to complete electrical solutions for residential and functional buildings. Everything comes from a single source.
01 Cable routing that makes its mark

There is hardly any customer request that we are unable to fulfill. After all, a wide range of colours, shapes and material choices is available. Even some that allow the wiring simply to disappear. In the wall, floor or ceiling.

02 Door communication – Details in decisive positions

This first thing a visitor see is the entryphone. Configure it exactly to meet your expectations. The modular system from Elcom makes it possible. Every element is manufactured with great care from high-quality materials. You see it and you sense it. As do your guests.

03 Preparatory work that simplifies your task

What’s done, is done: When the time window on the construction site is tight, preparatory work that was already handled during manufacturing helps. Trunking cut to length, custom-assembled meter cabinets or media columns pre-wired to customer specifications: set up, connect, finished.

04 Design in an individual overall concept

Hager, Berker, Elcom – all three brands adhere to the same technical guidelines, purchase their raw materials together and follow the Design Guidelines of the Hager Group. With this as a basis, you can create entire installations that harmonise not only technically, but aesthetically as well.
Berker K.1

With its contoured, accentuated edged form, the Berker K.1 always sets its own accent. A central, modern classic in the Berker switch range that embodies quality and a sure sense of style.

The surprising variety of qualified paint types allows customisation of the Berker K.1 in terms of colour and feel. Both classic colour variants with the special “touch” and unexpected colour combinations fit perfectly into a timeless-classic interior.
Berker Q.3

Robust, distinct contours and an exceptionally pleasant surface. Its functional benefits are also worth noting: the Berker Q.3 is ideally suited for installation in wall ducts.

Special finish
Anodised gold tone

champagne

yellow brown

An effect finish for the Berker Q.3 in anodised colours allows great freedom for surface design. Anodised colours are characterised by high suitability for daily use in terms of cleaning and scratch resistance.
Berker R.1

Along with the dot and straight line, the circle is one of the oldest elements of geometry. But it can still be used in surprising ways. For instance, in the design line Berker R.1, which can then be just as pure and elegant as it is intense and conspicuous.

Copper, brass, high-gloss chrome draw attention and become stylish eyecatchers in the four walls. Whether as chandelier hanging above a table, as candelabra on the sideboard or in the form of the Berker R.1 – the metallic trend is found everywhere.
Berker R.3

Continuously cornered frame, round centre piece – the Berker R.3 the power of contrast. Just like the Berker R.1, its product range also comprises all the properties of a contemporary surface switch. This means also that thanks to a sturdy plastic base it is just as robust and break-proof.

Kerlite® ceramic

with patina

Corten steel

Resysta®

When exceptional designs such as the Berker R.3 are combined with high-quality innovative materials, aesthetically unique products result. With exclusive ceramics from Italy to high-grade materials that develop an interesting patina through use of a special process – creativity has no limits.
Berker Q.7

The Berker Q.7 creates accents not only through its form, function and workmanship. With its variety of frame materials, it also sets a new standard for architectural individuality. Exciting design contrast: The transparent support frame makes the switch appear to float on the wall.

There are many different ways to create accents with the Berker Q.7 in an interior space. Aromatic decorative coatings from Organoid® now bring nature indoors. They provide a new experience of natural materials with all senses, since the surface is untreated and thus retains its aroma characteristics.
Berker TS Sensor

Two products that complement each other perfectly: The Berker TS sensor is an extremely flat glass sensor that, thanks to screwless mounting, has a remarkably inconspicuous exterior. The Berker B.7 design line offers socket outlets with matching aesthetics.

The elegant-purist exterior of the Berker TS sensor becomes an eyecatcher through use of the unexpected variety of colour variants. In this way, the Berker TS sensor and the Berker B.7 enhance every interior.
Berker B.IQ

Perfectly matched surfaces ensure that our programmes can be combined with one another. Combining the Berker B.IQ with socket outlets from the Berker B.7 switch range is possible as well.

B.IQ black chrome

Fine-brushed brass  Gold  Chrome

With their high-quality metallic appearance, these design lines bring glamour in your own four walls and provide a modern touch. Gold and brass are characterised by a warm lustre that imparts comforting accents in an interior setting. In contrast, metals such as chrome and stainless steel create a decidedly cool atmosphere.